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Summary
We have built templates of bedding scale heterogeneity models for the 28 lithofacies classified by Hein et al (2000) in McMurray formation, Athabasca Oil Sands Deposit. The model templates, generated by SBED™, are able to capture major sedimentary features that impact fluid flows, such as 3-D geometry of sand and mud laminae of various bedding and biogenetic structures in McMurray formation. These model templates can be used for deriving directional permeability of the McMurray formation at larger scale reservoir models by applying the following workflow:

1) Make a lithofacies log by classifying lithofacies of each well according to the Atlas of lithofacies in McMurray formation established by Hein et al (2000). Well logs and core photos can be used to derive lithofacies log.
2) Define the 3-D near-well bore models by assigning a model template to each lithofacies along the facies log.
3) Generate realizations of near-well bore models with varying geometry of sand and mud laminae.
4) Simulate realizations of permeability grids for each realization of near-well bore models. Statistics of permeability from core measurements are the input data for the property simulation
5) Upscale permeability grid at intervals defined model cells in larger scale model along the well bore.
6) Data analysis of upscaled Kx, Ky, Kz from the near well bore models. The data analysis results are the input for permeability modeling in the larger scale reservoir models.

Unlike the conventional workflow which assumes the permeability is isotropic inside cells of a static reservoir model, the workflow above generates directional permeability grids (Kx, Ky, Kz) which capture the impact of facies internal heterogeneity to the full field model. The results have a 15-25% improvement to the reserve estimation and history match in the full field model.
The data for building generic SBED models for the McMurray facies comes from Hein et al (2000). The report describes the properties of a unified lithofacies classification which contains 18 different lithofacies and 9 sub-facies for the McMurray Formation in the Athabasca Oil Sand deposits. The interpretation of the depositional environment, representative outcrop and core photographs, and the corresponding well logs for each facies are studied in the report. Based on the detailed text description, schematic sketch and representative photos, the bedding structure and biogenic structure models for the McMurray facies are made. The property models are generated by populating the synthetic petrophysical data (permeability and porosity) to each facies. In this study, single-phase upscaling is used to obtain the upscaled results which are further used to plot the directional permeability distribution (Kx, Ky, Kz) for each facies in Excel. A process-oriented modeling tool (SBED) is used to make all the models and upscaling process. To capture the variability and reduce the uncertainties, 10 bedding realizations, and 50 property realizations under each bedding realization are generated within each model. The 500 upscaled results can be used to plot the directional permeability distribution within each model.

Results, Observations, Conclusions

Templates of bedding scale heterogeneity models for the 27 lithofacies classified by Hein et al (2000) in McMurray formation, Athabasca Oil Sands Deposit has been built. The upscaling results from each template show the upscaling directional permeabilities have a large difference from the permeability at the lamina scale, as this upscaled permeability captures the bedding scale heterogeneity that impacts fluid flows. Instead of assuming the permeability is isotropic inside cells of a static reservoir model, these model templates can be used for deriving directional permeability of the McMurray formation at larger scale reservoir models. The 27 facies model templates built in this study can be used for quickly building near-well bore 3-D bedding scale models in wells that have a facies log. Porosity and permeability grids
for the near-well models are then generated using statistics from core data. A flow-based upscaling algorithm (SBED user guide) is used to derive Kx, Ky, Kz at interval that is equivalent to cells along the well bore in a static reservoir grid. The upscaled Kx, Ky, Kz at cells along the well bores are used as input data for the permeability modeling in the larger scale static model. By capturing the major sedimentary features that impact fluid flows, those derived directional permeabilities (Kx, Ky, Kz) would help to give reservoir engineers more accurate estimation when doing the full field simulation and lower the uncertainties of the prediction.

**Novel/Additive Information**

Kv/Kh ratio calculated from the flow-based upscaling results in each realization are plotted. There is a systematic reduction trend of Kv/Kh as shale content increases. Functional relationships have been tried to other similar works (Ringrose et al 2005). Note that such a relationship is distinctively different for some facies.
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